Optimal Setting for Coking Flue Gas Denitriation Process
Indices Based on PCR-multi-case Fusion
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Abstract - In the operation process of the flue gas
desulfurization and denitriation, the concentration of ozone and
denitriation solution are the most important operating
parameters. The two parameters are set manually at the present,
where exist great subjectivity and randomness, causing great
waste of energy. However, the complex mechanism, serious
nonlinear and interference of the process make it difficult to
establish precise mathematical model to calculated set-points. In
order to solve this problem, a method based on case based
reasoning is proposed to optimize the set-points of coking gas
denitriation process. The case construction, case retrieval, case
reuse, case modification and storage are discussed in detail,
meanwhile, noticed the defect that the single feature description
of current working condition may result in biased solutions of
traditional case reuse, a case reuse method based on principal
component regression-multiple case fusion is proposed. This
approach has been simulated and applied in a coking plant with
its effectiveness and superiority actually proved.
Key words: coking flue gas; denitration(DN); case-based
reasoning(CBR); principal component regression(PCR)

I. INTRODUCTION
As the world's largest producer of coking , huge quantity
of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) discharged
every year in China. With the formal implementation of
"coking chemical pollutant emission standards" in January 1,
2015, the SO2 and NOx emission targets of coking industry are
[2]
put forward strict and clear quantitative requirements . While
the disposal of flue gas SO2 and NOx in the coking process of
domestic coking industry, is almost in a blank state: flue gas is
directly released into atmosphere through chimney. Under this
situation, Jiangxi Coking & Chemical Co. Ltd. in the domestic
has taken the lead in building and operating of coking gas
desulfurization and denitriation integrated engineering, which
[3]
has achieved favorable results .
The concentration of ozone and denitration solution (urea
solution) are the important operating parameters closely
related to the effect of denitriation. At the present stage, the
two parameters are completely manually setted. The boundary
condition of inlet flue gas often changed due to the complex
and changeable coking production conditions, while the cost
of the ozone generator consumes more than 80% of the total
[4]
cost of the whole plant . On one hand, the subjectivity and
randomness of manual operation made it easy to cause the
[1]

fluctuation of the outlet flue gas indices; on the other hand,
unreasonable parameter setting also causes a huge waste of
energy, greatly increasing the cost of enterprises, which is not
conducive to the economic operation of the device.
At present, the research on flue gas denitriation process is
mostly based on flue gas from coal fired power plant or glass
furnace, adopt selective catalytic reduction(SCR) technology;
the main work is focused on the selection of process
equipment, catalyst, or construct parameter setting model by
[5-14]
use of simple reaction rate coefficients . In this paper, the
mechanism of flue gas desulfurization and denitrification is
complex, and there is strong nonlinearity and uncertainty
[15-20]
, as a result,
between denitrification efficiency and variables
it is difficult to realize the optimization of the two parameters
by conventional control method. CBR is suitable for situations
[21-24]
, which combine
where theoretical models are unavailable
expert experience and knowledge, giving the system selfreasoning and decision-making ability. Compared with the
black box modeling methods such as neural network, it can
avoid online correction which impacts on real-time and
rapidity, or off line correction which needs large number of
calibration data. And has been successfully applied in areas
such as fault diagnosis, machine translation and industrial
processes, which rely heavily on empirical knowledge.
This paper proposes a method to optimize the parameters
of coking flue gas denitrification process based on CBR. The
case construction, case retrieval, case reuse, case revision and
storage are discussed in detail, meanwhile, focus on the defect
that the single feature description of current working condition
may result in biased solutions in traditional case reuse, a case
reuse method based on principal component regressionmultiple case fusion is proposed. The proposed optimization
control method has been simulated and applied in a coking
plant with its effectiveness and superiority actually proved.
Ⅱ. DESULFURIZATION AND DENITRIFICATION PROCESS
DESCRIPTION

The desulfurization and denitrification integrated process
as described in Fig.1, which adopts process flow of wet
ammonia process super turbulent desulfurization and two
sections of forced oxidation of urea denitrification, specifically
as:
Flue gas from coking process is fed into waste heat
recovery boiler through draught fan, and the temperature is
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reduced from 300℃ to 160℃, after the booster fan, the flue
gas converges with ozone from the ozone input pipe before
entering the desulfurization tower, part of nitric oxide in flue
gas can rapidly react with ozone, converting into nitrogen
dioxide. Then flue gas enters the concentrated section of
desulfurization tower, after spraying and washing, cooling to
60 ℃ , then the gas enters the absorption section of
desulfurization tower through the gas cap, countercurrent
contacting with desulfurization absorption liquid sprayed from
the top of desulfurization tower, sulfur dioxide in flue gas react
with ammonium sulfite in the absorption liquid, converting
into ammonium hydrogen sulfite. As a result, sulfur dioxide is
removed and purified, in the process, the urea residue comes

from the bottom of the denitrification tower is intermittently
injected in order to realize pre denitrification. The liquid at the
bottom of the absorption section backflow to the liquid storage
section and oxidation section at the bottom of desulfurization
tower, in order to restore the absorption capacity of the
absorption liquid, ammonia has to be supplemented. Process
water is sprayed from the top of desulfurization tower to keep
the liquid level of the desulfurization tower in a reasonable
range. Air is drummed into the liquid storage tank, part of the
ammonium sulfite in the liquid storage tank is oxidized to
ammonium sulfate in order for the spray, evaporation and
concentration in the concentration section and other
subsequent processing.
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Fig.1 Desulfurization and denitration integrated device for coking flue gas

present, the DN process mainly depends on manual control
(Fig.2).
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The flue gas pipeline after desulfurization is connected to
ozone input pipe, ozone is mixed into the flue gas under the
temperature about 60℃, part of nitric oxide in flue gas can
rapidly react with ozone, converting into nitrogen dioxide,
countercurrent contacting with desulfurization absorption
liquid sprayed from the top of denitrification tower after
entering the lower part of the tower, the reduction reaction of
nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide in the flue gas urea in
solution generating nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water, the
DN process is completed. The flue gas reaches the
environmental protection emission standard is discharged into
the atmosphere at the top of denitrification tower, and the
whole process of the flue gas treatment is completed.
The DN process mainly involves the following reaction:
O3 + NO → NO2 + O2
(1)
NO2 + O3 → NO3 + O2
(2)
NO2 + O3 → N2O5
(3)
(4)
CO(NH2)2 + NO2 + NO → CO2 + 2N2 + 2H2O
The reaction (2), (3) are the oxidation reaction under
excess ozone. Under normal circumstances, the main factors
affect the DN efficience are the concentration of ozone, urea
[19-20]
solution and the amount of solution circulation
. The
control target of process is on the premise of safe running,
make the outlet NOx concentration strictly controlled within
standard limits (<150-500mg·m ³), at the same time, as far as
possible to reduce the consumption of ozone and urea. At
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Fig.2 Present situation with manual control

Where CN and Cout denote the limited value of NOx
concentration and outlet flue gas NOx concentration(mg/m³),
*
respectively; O3 is ozone concentration(kg/h); Fxs、Fxn are the
ozone flow(m³/h) enter the desulfurization tower and the
denitration tower, respectively; U(Ur, Δt1, Δt2) denote the urea
solution addition(m³/h), duration(min) and interval time(h);
Dr、dr are the unknown disturbance caused by measurement
error, mechanical wear and tear etc in the DN process or basic
control loop.
To maintain satisfactory performance, technical engineers
are always required, as shown in Fig.2, to determine the proper
setpoints for the lower level controllers according to their
perceived operating conditions and boundary conditions. Such
human supervision can be summarized as follows:
*

1) to obtain and process the data from the DCS
monitoring system, such as inlet gas concentration and flow
rate, etc;
2) to give setpoint of ozone concentration control loop
according to human experience, as well as based on the
monitoring system of outlet concentration value Cout, the limit
*
value CN and the basic control loop tracking and device
operation status;
3) the ozone input flow Fxs 、 Fxn of two towers and
absorbed liquid circulation is usually unchanged;
4) operator determines the amount of urea added to the
absorbent solution and its duration according to experience, as
well as the last time urea added.
Due to complex upstream coking conditions, the boundary
condition of inlet flue gas indices often changes, it’s hard for
operator to give the basic control loop setpoints with
appropriate value timely and accurately. The ozone unit is
always in high power operation, although it can ensure that the
outlet gas is up to the standard, whereas at the cost of a great
waste of energy.
III. INTELLIGENT OPTIMIZATION SETTING METHOD OF
DENITRATION PROCESS
By combination of modeling and control, as well as CBR
and expert experience of DN process, a CBR method for
intelligent optimization of DN process is presented as Fig.3.
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flow Ur( mg / m 3 ),its adding duration Δt1(min) and interval
Δt 2(h) , as represented by Sk,1～Sk,4, respectively. In addition, in
order to facilitate the operation of cases, adding time property
Tk ( y / m / d ) and similarity SIM to case structure, where Tk is
the production time of case Ck, and Pk is the similarity between
current working condition description and each case in the
case base.
B. Case Rrtrieval
Let the current working condition of DN process be C ' ,
its condition description is X = {x1' , x 2' , x3' , x 4' , x5' } , case solution
is S ' . Similarity function between xi' and the i th condition
description of the k th case in case base is given by:
sim( xi' , x k ,i ) = 1 −
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Where ω i denotes weighted coefficients of each operating
condition descriptions, which generally determined by the
experience of the operators in industrial production and satisfy
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Where k=1,2…,n and i=1,2,3,4,5.
Similarity function between the current
condition C ' and case Ck (k = 1,2...n) is given by:
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inlet flue gas NOx concentration CNO( mg / m 3 ),oxygen content
Co(%), gas velocity Vin (m/s) and gas temperature Tin(℃), as
represented by xk,1～xk,5, respectively; Sk is case solution for Ck,
*
including ozone concentration O3 ( mg / m 3 ), urea solution
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Fig.3 Strategy of intelligent optimal setting

CBR intelligent optimal setting model calculate the ozone
generator concentration y1, urea flow y2, urea duration and
interval y3, y4 according to the target values of the process
indices, the inlet gas boundary conditions and device operating
conditions. The basic control loop is used to track the set
values to ensure the device is in a stable and appropriate DN
status, so that the outlet NOx concentration can meet the
technical requirements. This method mainly includes case
construction, case retrieval, case reuse, case modification and
storage.
A. Case Construction
The case structure is shown in Table 1, which is mainly
composed of the working condition description and solution:
(1)
C k = {Tk , X k , S k }
Where Ck denotes the case k in case base, k=1,2,…,n, and n is
total number of cases; Xk is the working condition description
*
of Ck, including outlet NOx concentration limit CN ( mg / m 3 ),

i =1

ωi = 1 .

Define the maximum similarity value between the current
operating condition and C ' and C k is:
Fmax = max F (C ' , Ck )
k =1,..., n

(4)

Define the similarity threshold between C ' and C k is:
0.85
Fth = 
 Fmax

Fmax ≥ 0.85
else

(5)

All cases in the case base which similarity between the
current working condition reaches the threshold Fth ' are
retrieved as matching cases.
C. Case Reuse
1) Traditional case reuse method
Suppose that r matching cases {C1 , C 2 ,..., C r } are retrieved
from the case base, the similarities between the matching cases
and the current working condition is {F1 , F2 ,..., Fr } , the
solutions for each case are {S1 , S 2 ,..., S r } . Suppose
F1 ≤ F2 ,..., ≤ Fr , the case solution S' that corresponding to the
current condition can be obtained according to the traditional
case reuse method:

Time
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Tk
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(6)
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Fig.4 Coking gas indices fluctuation

However, Eq. (6) shows that the computation of the case
solution S ' depends only on the current process condition
description X and other correlation coefficients. That is, even
if the weight ω i and the threshold Fth are set reasonable, the
solution obtained by single case description is often biased
with the real optimal solution, even extremely worse. Using
multiple case data to describe the current operating conditions,
can not only ensure the reliability of the result when the single
description is accurate, also can make compensation by the
results obtained by other non-error cases when the single
description biased. Based on this, the paper proposes a case
reuse method based on PCR-multi-case fusion to solve the
shortcomings of traditional methods.
2) Case reuse based on PCR- multi-case fusion
The weight calculation structure of this method is shown
as Fig.5.
Section 2.2 has defined the current operating condition of
DN Process as C', considering different time scales, that is to
collect multi group condition description data in non-reversing
process under equal interval Δt . Define sub cases which are
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The operation conditions of coking process is
complicated, and flue gas leakage, detection noise etc always
exist, especially, there is a special operation of coking--reversing process. When in non-reversing process, the gas
indices inevitably exist fluctuations, while it can be seen from
Fig.4, the fluctuation in flue gas indices is particularly serious
when in reversing process.
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in section 2.2, with ignoring the similarity threshold Fth,
retrieve r matching cases according to similarity from large to
small, the solutions for each case are {S m1 , S m 2 ,..., S mr } .

Where a k is determined by following:
then
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Fig.5 Structure of weight calculation based on PCR-multi-case

The final solution is the weighted connection of each case
solution matched by the initial case, which can be represented
as:
S f = S1W T = w1 S11 + w2 S12 + ... + wr S1r
(8)
Where S f is the final solution; S1={S11,S12,…,S1r}, S1r is the
solution of the first sub case corresponding to the r-th case; W
is the connection weight vector and WrT×1 = [ w1, w2 ,..., wr ] , wr is
the weight connecting the r-th solution retrieved by the initial
sub case. In Eq. (8), for m sub cases and r matching cases, it
can be obtained m case solutions, composing matrix Hm×r, and
compose vector Smca(m×1) with m case solutions calculated
by similarity. The parameter WT can be solved by least square
method, that is WT=H*Smca, where H*=(HTH)-1HT.
Since each sub case may have the same matching cases,
the solution obtained is closely related to each other, the least
squares method is hardly to get good connection weights, so
that the accuracy of the whole case reasoning decreased. The
PCR method is used to fuse multiple case solutions, which can
not only improve the robustness of the whole inference system,
but also eliminate the data correlation between local cases, and
enhance the reliability and rationality of the solution.
H can be expressed as following by using PCR method:
H = TP0 = [t1T
t2T ...trT ][ p1T
p2T ... prT ]
(9)
Where t i1×r = z i / σ i is the ratio of normalized data to the
corresponding eigenvalues of the i-th principal component,
pi 1×r is the load component of the i-th principal component,
also is unit orthogonal vector, i=1,2…,r.

The principal component analysis theory is used to
calculate the first c items that reflect the main features of the
object:
H ≈ H c = TP T
(10)
Where Tm×r = [t1T
t 2T ...t rT ] and Pr×c = [ p1T
p 2T ... p cT ] .
The following can be obtained by Eq. (8):
S mca = HW T = TP T Wc c×1

(11)

Let Wc' r×1 = P T Wc c×1 , Wc' can be calculated by the least
squares method:
Wc' = (T T T ) −1 T T S mca

(12)

Thus the connection weight Wc can be obtained by:
Wc = ( PP T ) −1 PWc' = ( PP T ) −1 P (T T T ) −1 T T S mca

(13)
Convert weights calculated by PCR into the weights of
each original component:
W = Wc Pc×r / σ i = WcT * [ p1T
p 2T ... p cT ]T / σ i
(14)
The final output of CBR is:

Fig. 6 is the desulfurization and denitration integrated
device in industrial field. There are two ways to generate
cases: one is to select the cases from the running history data
by excellent operators, the other is to summarize cases based
on the results of DN operation in the field. The case base
contains 46 cases, which are all from 1 year’s running data
after the first operation of device in October 2015, combined
with operator’s experience, that is k=46. Other parameters are:
ω1～5 = [0.3,0.4,0.12,0.1,0.08] ; due to the reversing process
occurs once every 30 minutes, that is period Tre=30min, so set
Δt1 = Tre , Δt 2 = 5 min , for instance, the reversing process
occurs at 4：00, 4：30, 5：00, so the data is collected at 4：
20, 4：25, 4：50, 4：55, and so on; m=20, the principal
component contribution rate is 87%.

r

Sf =

w

k

* S1k

(15)

k =1

D. Case Modification and Storage
If outlet flue gas NOx concentration satisfy the following
condition:
*
*
CN - 2CNΔ ≤ Cout ≤ CN - CNΔ
(16)
*
Where CN is the outlet NOx concentration limit(mg/m³), for
insurance, a certain margin CNΔ must be considered, namely
control the flue gas concentration in certain ranges below the
limit value.
Directly stored in the case library; otherwise the case must
be modified through empirical method or trial. It can be used
as optimization set output after the modification. At the same
time, the solution of the case and the description of the
corresponding working condition are stored in the case base as
a new case, and the case base is updated to improve the
accuracy of case reasoning.
In addition, due to the number of case in case base will
continue to increase over time, it is likely that after a period of
time the problem of cases overlapping will occur if no actions
is taken, resulting in lack of typicality and increasing the time
for reasoning. In order to control the case base in a certain
scale, calculate the similarity of case with all cases in the case
base according to Eq. (2), (3), if the similarity is less than or
equal to a given threshold ε , the new case is added; if at least
one similarity is greater than the threshold, the old case with
the maximum similarity and earlier time attribute should be
rewritten; similarity with 1 indicates that the case is completely
matched with the new case, not stored. Besides, historical
cases with old time attribute should be appropriate deleted,
and if there is inconsistency, that is to say, two cases are
similar to the describe of working conditions but the solution
differ far away, the reason for the inconsistency should be
found and revised.
IV. INDUSTRIAL EXPERIMENT

Fig.6 De-SO2 and De-NOx integrated device

A. Simulation
In order to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the
case reuse method based on PCR-multi-case fusion, select a
working condition C ' and find the corresponding case C5 from
the case base, the three sets of simulation data M 1 , M 1 f , M 20
are determined from the running database, which are single
condition description in normal operation, single condition
description in the reversing process (as a fault condition), 20
sets of condition description (contains fault cases M 1 f )
acquired by proposed multiple time scale method,
respectively.
The results and error analysis are shown in Table 2 and 3.
TABLE Ⅱ
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULT BY DIFFERENT METHOD
Sample
Traditional method
Proposed method
C5
20,6.42,180,96
M1
21.3,6.17,174.5,94
\
M1 f

13.8,4.28,161.3,114

\

M 20

\

18.7,5.85,171,105

TABLE Ⅲ
ERROR ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED METHOD
Sample
MRE
ARE
M1

6.5%

3.88%

M1f

33%

23.37%

M 20

9.38%

7.7%

As can be seen from Table 3, the solution is closer to the
actual optimal value by CBR under normal condition
description M 1 ; while the maximum error of the solution is
33% under the description M 1 f , which deviates seriously

The method proposed in this paper is applied in the actual
process, the algorithm is written in WinCC 6.0, and
implemented in the Siemens company's distributed control
system (hardware of S7-400, software of Step7 and WinCC).
*
During the 2 months of operation, CN =450 mg/m³ and CNΔ=50
mg/m³, namely the NOx concentration control range is:
350 mg/m³ ≤ Cout ≤ 400 mg/m³.

from the optimized value, there will be a serious impact on the
process if this solution is taken; using the method proposed in
this paper, even if the fault cases is included in the condition
description, the maximum error of the case solution is 9.38%,
which is close to the case solution under the normal condition
description and can be used as the optimal setting value of the
process.
B. Industrial Application
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Fig.7 Flue gas and ozone concentration curve through manual setting
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Flue gas and ozone concentration curve through intelligently optimized setting

Fig. 7 and 8 is the flue gas NOx concentration and ozone
concentration curves (both ignoring the reversing process)
under manual operation and the intelligent optimization setting
control, respectively. It can be seen that the control effect of
flue gas NOx concentration under method in the paper is better
than that of the artificial setting. Fig. 7 shows that although it
can absolute guarantee the flue gas concentration reaching the
standard under the ozone concentration set in high power
operation, the flue gas concentration is almost outside the ideal
control range entirely, which resulting in a great loss of power.
However, Fig. 8 shows that the use of CBR-based intelligent
optimization method can ensure the flue gas NOx
concentration basically within the scope of the technical
requirements, and the ozone concentration curve of each
period from T1 to T4 show that the CBR-based method can set
the appropriate ozone concentration according to different
working conditions, and reduce the energy consumption of the
ozone unit as much as possible, which obtained significant
application effect and economic benefit.
V. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the complicated mechanism, with
multitudinous factors affecting, as well as strong nonlinearity
and uncertainty of DN process, the conventional control
method is difficult to realize the effective control of outlet NOx
concentration, in this paper, a method based on CBR is

proposed to optimize the parameters of flue gas DN process. A
case-based reuse method based on PCR-multi-case fusion is
proposed to solve the shortcomings that the traditional method
may result in biased solution by a single case description. The
proposed method is applied to the simulation and practical
application, the satisfactory control effect and significant
economic benefits shows the effectiveness and superiority of
the proposed method. Propose a reference meaning for other
chemical processes with complex characteristics.
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